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1
,
, Cram\’er-Rao (C-R), Bhattacharyya . ,
,
Hammersley-Chapmt-Robbins (Hammersley(1950),
Chapman and Robbins$(1951))$ . , – –
, , $0$
(Ah ira and Takeuchi(1995)). ,
, (Akahira(1975)).
, 2
, Vincze(1992) , C-R . ,
Lagrtge ,
(Akahira and Ohyauchi(2003), Ohyauchi $(2004)$ ). , – ,
Bayes Vincze(1992)
( (2005)). ,
(Akahira and Ohyauchi(2005)). ,
1 ,
. , Bayes , , Kiefer(1952)
, .
2 Vincze
$X:=(X_{1}, \cdots, X_{n})$ ( $\sigma$- $\mu$ ) $f_{X}(x, \theta)(\theta\in$
$\Theta)$ . , $x=(x_{1}, \cdots, x_{n})$ . , $\mathcal{X}$ $X$ , $\Theta$
2 $\Pi_{1}$ , $\Pi_{2}$ , $\Pi_{12}$ $:=p\Pi_{1}+q\Pi_{2}$ $(0<P<$
$1,$ $q=1-p)$ . , $\theta$ $g(\theta)$ $\hat{g}(X)$ 2
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$g_{1}\neq g_{2}$ . , $\hat{g}$ $g(\theta)$ ,
$f_{p}( \mathrm{x}):=\int_{\Theta}f_{\mathrm{X}}(\mathrm{x}, \theta)d\Pi_{12}(\theta)=p\int_{\Theta}f_{\mathrm{X}}(\mathrm{x}, \theta)d\Pi_{1}(\theta)+q\int_{\Theta}f_{\mathrm{X}}(\mathrm{x}, \theta)d\Pi_{2}(\theta)$
. , $P$ ,
$\hat{p}(\mathrm{X}):=\{\hat{g}(\mathrm{X})-g_{2}\}/(g_{1}-g_{2})$
. , $\hat{p}$ $f_{\mathrm{p}}$ $P$ , , $p(0<p<1)$
$E_{p}(\hat{p})=p$ , , $f_{p}$ $\hat{\mathrm{P}}$
$V_{p}(\hat{p})=V_{p}(\hat{g})/(g_{1}-g_{2})^{2}$ (2.2)








, $\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2}\in\Theta,$ $\Pi_{1}(\{\theta_{1}\})=1,$ $\Pi_{2}(\{\theta_{2}\})=1$
$I_{\mathrm{p}}=E_{\mathrm{p}}[ \{\frac{f_{X}(X,\theta_{1})-f_{X}(X,\theta_{2})}{pf_{X}(X,\theta_{1})+qf_{X}(X,\theta_{2})}\}^{2}]$
. , $\theta_{2}=\theta_{1}+\Delta$ , $\Delta$
$I_{p} \approx\Delta^{2}E_{\theta_{1}}[\{\frac{\frac{\partial}{\partial\theta}f_{X}(X,\theta_{1})}{f_{X}(X,\theta_{1})}\}^{2}]=\Delta^{2}I_{X}(\theta_{1})$
. , $I_{X}(\theta_{1})$ Fisher .
, (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) ( (2005)).
1 $g(\theta)$ $\hat{g}$ Bayes
$r( \Pi_{12},\hat{g})\geq(g_{1}-g_{2})^{2}(\frac{1}{I_{p}}-pq)-(p\sigma_{1}^{2}+q\sigma_{2}^{2})=:B_{12}(p)$
39




$\Pi_{1},\Pi_{2}:f_{\mathrm{e}^{g(\theta)d\Pi_{1}(\theta)=g:(i=1,2)}}\sup B_{12}(p)\geq B_{12}^{*}(p):=(g_{1}-g_{2})^{2}(\frac{1}{I_{p}}-pq)\geq B_{12}(p)$
.
1 , $I_{\mathrm{P}}$ ,
. , $X_{1},$ $X_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $X_{n},$ $\cdots$ (C1), (C2)
( ) f(x-\theta ) (x\in Rl;\theta \in O-=Rl) .
(C1) $f(x)>0(a<x<b);f(x)=0$ ( ) , $f$ $(a, b)$ 2
.
(C2) $A:=f(a+ \mathrm{O})=\lim_{xarrow a+0}f(x),$ $B:=f(b- \mathrm{O})=\lim_{xarrow b-0}f(x)\text{ ^{}*}0<A,$ $B<\infty \text{ ^{}\backslash }\backslash$
.
, $i=1,2$ $\Pi_{i}$ $\pi_{i}$ , $\pi_{12}$ $:=$
$p\pi_{1}+q\pi_{2}$ , $\pi_{12}$ , $i_{p}:=E_{n_{12}}[\{(\partial/\partial p)\log\pi_{12}\}^{2}]$
. , $x_{(1)}= \min_{1\leq i\leq n}x_{i},$ $x_{(n)}= \max_{1\leq i\leq n^{X}i}$ , $\underline{\theta}:=x_{(n)}-b,\overline{\theta}:=x_{(1\rangle}-a$
, $G_{i}(t):= \int_{-}^{t}$ $e^{(A-B)n\theta}i\Pi_{i}(\theta)(t\in R^{1})$ ,
$I_{p} \approx E_{p}[\{==\frac{(G_{1}(\theta)G_{1}(\underline{\theta}))-(G_{2}(\overline{\theta})-G_{2}(\underline{\theta}))}{p(G_{1}(\theta)G_{1}(\underline{\theta}))+q(G_{2}(\overline{\theta})-G_{2}(\underline{\theta}))}\}^{2}]$ (2.5)

















2 (C1), (C2) , $narrow\infty$
$I_{p} \approx\frac{B}{A}i_{p}$ (2.6)
.
1 $f(x-\theta)$ – $U( \theta-\frac{1}{2}, \theta+\frac{1}{2})$ p.d.f. , $A=B=1$ , (2.6)






$- \tau+\frac{1}{2q}17qp\log^{\underline{1}+}\Delta$ $(q\neq 0)$
. , $\chi[-\epsilon,\epsilon]$ .




. , $c:=e/(e-1)$ . , $A=c,$ $B=oe^{-1}$ , (2.6)
$I_{\mathrm{p}}\approx e^{-1}i_{\mathrm{p}}$ .
3Bayes
2 , $\Theta$ $\theta_{0}$ , $\Pi_{1}(\{\theta_{0}\})=1,$ $\Pi_{2}=\Pi$
$h_{\Pi}(x):= \int_{\Theta}f_{X}(x, \theta)d\Pi(\theta)$ , $\eta:=\int_{\Theta}g(\theta)d\Pi(\theta)$
41
,$J_{\Pi}( \theta_{0}):=E_{\theta_{0}}[\{\frac{h_{\pi}(X)}{f_{X}(X,\theta_{0})}\}^{2}]-1<\infty$
. $0/0=1$ . $g(\theta)$ $\hat{g}=\hat{g}(X)$ , (i) $E_{\theta_{0}}(\hat{g})=g(\theta_{0})=$ :
go, (ii) $E_{h\pi}(\hat{g})=\eta$ . $\hat{g}$ $g(\theta)$ , (i), (ii)
.










$\min$ $V_{\theta_{0}}(\hat{g})\geq(g_{0}-\eta)^{2}/J_{\Pi}(\theta_{0})$ . (3.2)
$\hat{g}:\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\alpha \mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ for $g$
$\theta_{1}\neq\theta_{0}$ , $\Pi(\{\theta_{1}\})=1$ $h_{\Pi}(x)=f_{X}(x, \theta_{1})$ , $\eta=g(\theta_{1})=:g_{1}$
$J_{\Pi}( \theta_{0})=E_{\theta_{0}}[\{\frac{f_{X}(X,\theta_{1})}{f_{X}(X,\theta_{0})}\}^{2}]-1$
, (3.2) $g(\theta)$ $\hat{g}$ $V_{\theta\text{ }}(\hat{g})\geq(g_{0}-g_{1})^{2}/J_{\pi}(\theta_{0})$ .
Chapman-Robbins . , , Bayes
(Koike and Komatsu(2006)).
, $g(\theta)=\theta$ , $\hat{g}(X)$ $\theta$ $\hat{\theta}$ . , $\Theta_{0}:=\{h|\theta_{0}+h\in\Theta\}$
, $\Pi$ $\Theta_{0}$ . ,
$g_{0}=g(\theta_{0})=\theta_{0}$ ,




. Kiefer(1952) , ,
$\Pi$ , $\theta$ UMVU
.
, , Kiefer ,





. , $\theta_{0}\in R^{1},$ $C( \theta_{0})=1/\int_{\theta_{0}}^{\infty}e^{S(x)}dx$
. , $\theta_{0}$ UMVU (Voinov and Nikulin$(1993)$ ). ,




















Pareto . , $\alpha>0$ , $n>2/\alpha,$ $\theta_{0}>0$
. , (3.3)
$C(\theta_{0})=\alpha\theta_{0}^{\alpha}$ , $S(x)=-(\alpha+1)\log x$
,
$D_{0+}( \theta_{0})=\frac{\theta_{0}}{n\alpha-1}$ , $D_{1+}( \theta_{0})=\frac{\theta_{0}^{2}}{(n\alpha-1)(n\alpha-2)}$ (3.5)
.
$E_{\theta_{0}}[(X_{(1)}- \theta_{0})^{2}]=\frac{2\theta_{0}^{2}}{(n\alpha-1)(n\alpha-2)}$ (3.6)
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